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ABSTRACT

An in-flight evaluation of four cockpit controller configurations has
been made. These configurations include a conventional wheel and column,
and three new concepts: a circumferential wheel and column, a circumfer-
ential wheel and column with a hand controller mounted on the right hand side
of the wheel segment, and a dual side arm configuration integral with the
pilot's seat. Evaluation was based on three tasks; up-and-away cruise con-
dition maneuvers, low level terrain following simulated at altitude, and
approach, landing and takeoff. Each task was performed under conditions
of different simulated static and dynamic characteristics of a B-I type air-
plane, using one of CAL's B-Z6 variable stability airplanes. Foar evalua-
tion pilots, two USAF and two CAL, flew all four controller configurations
four times each through each of the three tasks. Data obtained was both
qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative data consisted of pilot in-flight com-
ments in response to a prepared comment guide. Quantitative data consisted
of pilot ratings based on the latest Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating
scale, and measured tracking error data obtained during the simulated ter-
rain following task and the approach maneuver of the approach-landing-
takeoff task. Results of analysis of all types of data obtained indicate that
all three new concepts would be accepted by pilots of large airplanes with
only a nominal associated learning period, that all three new concepts are
preferable to the conventional wheel and column, and that the dual side arm
configuration, despite some detailed design deficiencies, is the most pre-
ferred of the three'new configurations. The data also indicate areas for
improvement in detailed side-arm controller design, and the need to establish
new handling qualities criteria for side arm controllers, particularly when
integrated with other factors affecting overail flight control systems design.
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SECTION z

INTRODUCTION

Current programs for the development of fly-by-wire flight control

systems require a concurrent evaluation of new concepts in two-axis con-

trollers (pilot hand controls) to provide system-performance capability and

acceptance by pilots for application in next generation aircraft.

Eventual acceptance of new concepts of flight control systems for air-

craft will be to a great extent dependent on the manual link (the hand control)

between the'pilot and the vehicle system. FutLre evaluations of the overall

control system will be strongly influenced by the characteristics of the hand

control itself in terms of size, shape, force gradient, displacement, break-

out force, damping, comfort, and ease of precision control.

To implement the investigation of these concepts, Hughes. Airc-aft
.V

Company, under sponsorship of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,

undertook a study to evaluate, in terms of pilot opinion, several promising

controller concepts based on observation of mock-ups.

The results of this study are given in Reference 1, and to a significant

extent, helped shape'the experimental design philosophy of the preseit invea-

tigation. First, it noted that certain concepts should be subjected to dynamic

testing in a flight simulator. Secondly, it led to a refinement of thesecon-

cepts and finally to the development and fabrication of three designs suitable

for installation in an aircraft (Reference 2). These designs (described in

detail below) all had one common characteristic, 'namely, improved visual

access t6 important flight instruments. It is reasonable to assume that such

a characteristic can be critically and accurately judged from a ground mock-

up on the basis of observations of the physical configuration. It is also rea-

sonable to assume (as pointed out in R~ference 1) that a design which improves

instrument panel visibility is nd! nece ,sarily the best design for the overall

pilot-control-mission airplane sy stem.
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Thus, if one now proceeds on the basis that a significant design

improvement has been made, the next step is to determine/whether charac-

teristics of the total system wili'outweigh or nullify this iinprovement.

There are two basic questions to be answered. Is the pilot-able to

perform his assigned mission at least as well with thenew concepts as with

the conventional configuration, and considering the possibility that these new

concep:s will be used as an integral part of his control system under opera-

tional conditions, is there significant evidence that all of these concepts will. /t /
be accepted by the pilots? The answer to these questions must be affirma-

tive in order to take advantage of the cockpit envirnmental design improve'-

ment already considered significant.

In an effort to ga'in these answers, an in-flight investigation of the

characteristics of these controllers has been cohdic-ted using a Cornell

Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) B-26 variable stability airplane as a test

vehicle. In addition to the configurations supplipd by the Air Force, the

normal B-Z, wheel and column, with- E6 hI rotaiioffabout a .centei hub, was

investigated. The supplied configurations were! circumferential wheel seg-
/f

ment and column, with wheel rotation achievedby moving its circumference

through a point on the top of the column,, the circumferential wheel segment

with a hand-size controller mounted on the right hand top of the segment,I-

and finally, dual side-arm,,-hand-size controllers integral with the aircraft

seat. -

The controllers were evaluated by the pilots while performing various

up-and-away and approach flight maneuvers. The B-Z6 variable stability

airplane was mechanized to simulate the characteristics of a B-1 type air-

plane in three task flight phases. The first configuration was representative

of'the high-subsonic, medium altitude condition for which a variety of ma- 7

neuvers were performed buch as obstacle avoidance tuins, clearing turne,

o/zero "g" arcs, climbing and descending turns. The/second configuration

was representative of high-subsonic terrain follow/ing maneuver which as

/



mechanized in the B-26 airplane, provided a precision tracking task at

altitude. The third configuration was tepresentative of the ILS approach,

touchdown and takeoff maneuver.

The experimental design was constructed so that two U.S. Air Force

pilots and two CAL pilots evaluated each controller configuration four times,

resdlting iii-a-total of sixteen evaluations for each pilot and sixty-four eval-

uations for the complete flight program. Controller configurations were

chosen at random for each pilot. Each evaluation included all three B-1-

type simulations and the maneuvers noted above.

In-flight data was obtained in two fundamental forms for each eval-

uation. The first was qualitative and consisted of wire recorded pilbt com-

inents in response to a comment guide prepared by the engineer. This guide

was designed to extract pertinent information from the evaluation pilot in the

areas of longitudinal and lateral-directional handling qualities, and cockpit

..... environment. The pilot was free to use as much time as needed to fully

explain and give his estimate of the configuration.-The-se-c-ond form of data

was quantitative and consisted of pilot-ritings for the combined airplane-

controller-mission as outlinedby the Cooper-Harper handling quality rating

scale (Reference 3), and oscillograph recorded controller input and airplane

response data. The latter was obtained during the tracking and ILS approach

tasks wherein deviations between command and actual pitch and yaw motions

Were noted. The raw data was reduced to obtain comparative power spectral

density, RMS-and variance.

Although the primary objective of this study was to determine/,' e

relative merits of the controller concepts as presented in an overa l airplane-

mission oriented environment, it was of equal importance to det mine both
/

the attributes and deficiencies of the~ controller designs themselves.

- 3 -



SECTION II

TEST EQUIPMENT

/

This section describes the equipment used in this investigation. It

-i pertains primarily to airborne components which contributed significantly

to the program.
I

1. THE CONTROLLERS

a. Conventional wheel and column (Figure 1). This is of basic

B-26 design with the -wheel rotating about a center hub. For

normal B-26 variable stability system (VSS) operation it is

instrumented to provide electrical signals proportional to

position and force. it is connected to a longitudinal feel

syst iroviding various amounts of column travel per unit

of column force, and also has provision for simulating break-

out force and hysteresis. Mechanical springs provide lateral

control force gradients. The wheel and column are not

mechanically linked to the aileron or elevator, rather, elec-

trical pick-offs are used to generate command signals for the

variable stability system which drives the control surfaces

using electrohydraulic actuators.

b. Circumferential wheel and column (CW). This configuration,

shown in Figure Z, differs physically from (a) above in that

the circumference of the wheel rotates in a track at the top of

the column. The center hub has been eliminated. Installation

will afford the same capabilities as (a), the differences being

only in the motion geometry. The grips contain switching for

communications and VSS disengage as well as a pitch trim

control. Also visible is a modes select panel which was not

evalua.ted.

4



Figure 1 B-26 CONTROLLER AND TEST INSTRUMENT PANEL

Figure 2 CIRCUMFERENTIAL WHEEL CONTROLLER WITH ALTERNATE HAND CONTROLLER
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c. Circumferential wheel and column with alternate hand con-

troller (CW-AHC). This configuration differs from (b) only in

that the right hand grip can be unlocked to provide two axis,

limited authority control in combination with the circumfer-

ential wheel and column. Pitch control is accomplished by

fore and aft motion of grip about a pivot at the center of the

hand and roll control is accomplished by left and right motion

of the grip about a pivot just below the hand. These details

are more evident in the closeup o! the controller shown in

Figure 3. Feel is provided by fixed springs.

d. Dual side-arm controllers (DSC). This configuration is shown

in Figures 4 and 5. The slaved left and right hand grips, their

adjustments, and their feel system are mounted as integral

parts of the seat (the normal B-26 seat is removed). This

concept assumes a fly-by-wire flight control system and

features quadruply redundant synchio transducers. The feel

system has variable force gradients (replaceable springs),

breakout forces and damping. As with the other configura-

tions, the grips contain pitch trim, communication and system

disconnect controls.

Additional photographs of the new concepts are shown on Figures 6and7.

2. CONTROLLER SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

The following is a description of several modifications made to the.

new concept control systems. These were made because of malfunction or

as deemed necessary to permit performance of the investigation.

Circumferential Wheel

One of the recurring problems of any mechanical control system is

6
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Figure 3 CLOSEUP OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL WHEEL

Figure '{ SIDE-ARM CONTROLLER
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Figure 6 CW AND CW-AHC CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 7 DSC CONFIGURATION'
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lack of centering of a control element, usually caused by friction which is

contributed by many parts of the system, e.g., pulleys and springs. After

some usage, (pre-evaluation flights and part of the evaluation flights) the

circumferential wheel began to exhibit a lack of centering which was felt to

be just slightly greater than tolerable. Examination revealed some wear of

the nylon type rollers and some evidence of misalignment., The rollers were

replaced by CAL - fabricated aluminum types, which, combined with

realignment, reduced the lack of centering to within a tolerable limit.

However, later during the evaluation flights a notable increase in

wheel rolling friction wasr-evidenced when the column was pushed full for-

ward. This became intolerable and the unit was again modified. The cover

of the box-like structure containing the rollers which seat the wheel seg-

ment was refastened in a manner which was hoped would maintain alignment.

(This procedure had been previously suggested by Hughes Aircraft, the

designer.) In addition, the rollers were spAiL in a vertical plane such that

the front and rear portions could rotate independently. Thus, if because of

load, looseness or misalignment, the chamfered end of the roller rode in its

chamfered seat at some radius slightly different from that of the other end,

it would do so independently without contributing sliding friction. This was

the final adjustment made to this unit, and no difficulty was experienced ",

throughout the remainder of the program.

Dual Side Arm Controller

The modifications described below are primarily electronic in nature

and, with one exception, were not applie,' to the controller unit itself, but

were made part of the overall control system.

In order to provide consistent and positive centering of the two hand

grips in the roll mode, -t was necessary to reduce the unit's mechanical

damping to a low v&.ue On the ground, this was accepted by the pre-

evaluation pilots. Howev r, during the pre-evaluation flight testing, it was

noted that it was easy to bang the full throw stops, which in turn caused a

10



I

high frequency "ringing" which, when transmitted through the B-26 se'rvo

system, caused unrealistic airplane motions. To counteract this, a first-

order lag circuit with a time constant of 0. Z seconds was installed between

the controller and'aileron bervos. The in-flight difficulty was corrected,

and pilot comments and records indicated no significant change in the roll

response of the simulated airplane.

During the pre-evaluation flights a controller displacement:,to elevator

deflection linear goin (C,/ E) was selected that was thought*to provide ade -

quate authority (Se), to perform large maneuvers including landing the air-

plane, while limiting the sensitivity to a point where pilot-induced oscillati\ns

(PIO) would not occur during precision maneuvers. As experience accumu-

lated, it became evident that the selected gain, in fact, did not provide ade-

quate authority for the landing maneuver. Increasing the gain provided ade -

quate authority, but resulted in a sensitivity th'tproduced PIO. At least a

partial answer to the problem is to assume the gain required for large maneu-

vers and increase the spring gradient (stick force per stick displacement) so

that the stronger force cu;s will preclude PIO. However, it was determined

that in order to achieve this, a modification to the dual side arm controller

(DSC) would be required which would be beyond the s.cope of this program.

A quick and inexpensive solution was to stuff the cores of the mechanical

springs with resilient materials such as hard rubber and plastics. This

resulted in an increase in spring gradient by a factor of four. This config-

uration was flight tested by Evaluation Pilot A (USAF), who commented that

th-ere was a significant improvement, -but that it was insufficient.. Because

it did not appear feasible to modify the DSC at that time, it was decided to

conelude the evaluation by Pilot A without performing the landing maneuver.

Likewise, Pilot B did not perform the landing maneuver as part of his formal

evaluation.

However, it was felt that the landing maneuver was essential to the

evaluation. Thus, another method of partially solving the problem was

envisioned. 'This was to mechanize a nonlinear function expressing elevator

deflection output as an ever increasing function of controller deflection input.

tAL



This function is shown on Figure 8.. The des ign criteria are: 1) the slope,

* around S =0 is the sensitivity desired for small precision

maneuvers, and 2) the maximum S, at the maximum controller deflection is

that required to land the airplane. .This functJ.n was electronically mech-

anized and used throughout the remainder -I the eviluation prograra.

This configuration was separately flight tested and found by CAL
pilots to be at least a partial an~bwei to the problem. However, proper

S6pera~5on does assume that all deviations are from a trim' condition, which

is not always the case. 0peration from a nontrim condition (toward the

extreme of the curve) can result in undesirably high sensitivities. Further-

more, additional evaluation indicated that higher, force' cues -are desirable,

and .that-the use of nonlinear gearing 's not the compl4ete solution to the

problem-.

As a result of the above, it is important to.note that:

1) Pilots A and B did not use the landing flare mane-;ver as

part of the evaluadon task for the DSC because oi lack of

elevator authority. -

2) The other two evaluationpilots did use the landing flare

maneuver as 1?art of the evaluation task for the DSO, but

with less than optimum ieel characteristics.

3. TEST VEHICLE CAPABILITY

The test vehicle used was one of CAL's B-26 variable stability air-
planes (see tigures 9 and 10). These airplanes are able to simulate a wide

range of aircraft statics and dynamics in flight. Details of this capability

are given in References 4, 5, and 6.7;A brief summary is givenhere.

The response-feedback method was used in this study, to alter the

natural stability derivatives and dynamic characteristics of the airplane by

12
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Figure 9 B-26 THREE AXIS VARI ABLE STABI 'Lii-YAlRPL-ANE

Figure 10 VARIABLE STABILITY INSTALLATION IN B-26 BOMB BAY, LOOKING
FORWARD
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? moving the control surfaces proportional to sensed airplane motions. For

-exmple, a change in the derivative 'CM bythe increment is

obtained as A/m - em5 (C're ) . Similarly, , change in the derivative

C,, is obtained as 40 = 6 e (f/ ). The former has a primary effect

on short period frequency and the latter has a primary effect on the short

period damping ratio. A simple diagram illustrating the general concept is

shown bejow.

PI LOT'S3 CONTROL
CONTROL SURFACE AIRFRAME RESPONSE
COMMND SERVOS

V33

The B-26 is presently mechanized to vary the frequency and damping

ratio of the longitudinal short period and phugoid modes by sensing a ,

U, and their derivatives, and feeding these to the elevator servo.

In addition to matching the dynamic modal characteristics ( 4'),

) , and ), it is desirable to match the static stick force

per incremental normal acceleration ( Fg/s IA, ), and stick force per

unit stick travel ( PeI /js ). Stick force per incremental normal accelera-

tion is defined as

where S v 'is a characteristic of the basic B-26 airplane, but F/S,,
and AS/ are capable of being varied. -e

Other longitudinal control system characterist.cs such as breakout

force, hysteresis, etc., can be simulated by the B-26 feel system.

Simulation of lateral-directional modal characteristics was also

accomplished by using the response-feedback technique. The coDncept is

similar to that described above for the longitudinal case. Correct com-

binations of the feedback gains also provide the desired Dutch roll

15
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characteristics ( ( rd and I$/fl d), the roll mode time constant
( ', ) and spiral mode time constant ( Tis ).

In addition to matching the lateral-directional modal characteristics,

it is desirable to match control effectiveness, i.e., essentially the initial

moment outputs due to control inputs. Ideally, one would like to match both

the output due to control force input and the output due to control displacement

input. To accomplish this, two adjustable gains must be available, one to

vary the control column forces versus control column displacement gradient,

and one to vary the control surface displacement versus control column

displacement gradient. In the B-26 lateral-directional variable stability

system, only the latt.er is readily available for aileron and rudder control.

(Force displacement ratios can and have been varied by changing the

mechanical springs in the rudder and aileron control systems, but the pro-

cess is cumbersome and sois seldom used.)

Assuming the availability of only the one electronic gain, either the

control force or deflection. gradients can be watched, but a choice must be

made. Experience has shown that the pilot is more sensitive to forces than

to displacements. Therefore, the gear ratio gain is used to match the

moment output to force input. As an example of this matchLng process,

consider VIC,,, (ya-ving moment output due to rudder pedal force input).

It is required that M' ,. = JV . &) '/ , , the

initial yawing acceleration for an Fp step input. This relationship may

be developed in terms of the variable stability B-Z6 gain,

With a knowledge of the control characteristics of the two airplanes, together

with a calibration of the Ar /' cockpit gain, the desired matching can be

obtained.

16 -,
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4. MISCELLANEOUS

In addition to the controllers and VSS test equipment noted above,

there were several specialized units installed in the B-Z6 i;-plane pertinent

to the experiment. These were:

a. Lear Flight Director System used by the pilot to fly the

airplane in the simulated tracking tasks.

b-. C.G. sensor package. A compact unit containing a three-

axis linear accelerometer, three-axis angular accelerometer,

I three-axis rate gyro and associated amplifiers and power

supply.

c. Eighteen-channel CEC oscillograph recorder. This unit

was used to record time histories of all pertinent data,

both in the calibration and evaluation phases of the program.

d. Evaluation pilots' instrument panel including flight director

system indicators.

17
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SECTION III

TEST DESCRIPTIQN

Tht tasks chosen as a basis for evaluation of the controllers, include
a wide variety of maneuvers, and are categorized as follows:

a. Up-and-away maneuvers - subsonic cruise flight

condition.

b. Terrain following (tracking) maneuver - high speed,.

low altitude flight condition.

c. Landing approach aiid takeoff maneuver - low speed,

low altitude flight condition.

The tasks provide the basic framework for VSS simulation of the B-1

type airplane, because they defined the flight test regions and associated air-

plane characteristics. Also affecting the details of the simulation was the

handling quality acceptability level; the airplane characteristics should be

neither too "good" nor too "bad" so that subtle differences among the con-

troller configurations are not masked by either extreme of pilot rating.

As was previously noted, the response-feedback method of sim-
ulation was used for both the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes.

For reasons of convenience, simplicity, reliability and ease of maintenance,

the primary longitudinal feedback signals used in this experiment were 0

and i . The use of these variables can produce characteristics as

specified by the revised Military'Specification for Flying Qualities

(Reference 7), i.e., short period frequency and damping withih certain

limits. Because these lirmits are-shown to be functions of 77/X , a sim,

ulated flight condition (velocity ahd altitude) is chosen to match the required

value of this parameter.

Recent interest in fly-by-wire flight control systems has centered
on use of normal acceleration, pitch rate and pitch acceleration feedback

18



signals together with the C time history envelope criteria developed in

Reference 8.

It was not the purpose of this investigation to examine in detail the

relative merits of the revised flying qualities specification or the C flying

qualities criterion. However, it was of interest to compare the results of

using the B-26 feedback mechanization ( , , 9 ) with the N.,
4 mechanization. To this end, an analytical study was performed which

indicated that within the constraints of the present investigation, the

longitudinal system as mechanized in the B-26 simulator ( a , , r

feedback) was suitable. In particular, it is shown that ' , & ,and 4

augmentation will satisfy both the frequency-damping flying qualities criteria

of Reference 7 and the C envelope criteria proposed in Reference 9

The following discussion of simulated B-lI type airplane cha acter-

* istics will se the aforementioned tasks for reference because, as oted,

each deC es a set of airplane characteristics and a flight condition.

For each task, the basic -unaugmented longitudinal characteristics

wer analy ed by first formulating a set of three-degree-of-freedom

eq tions o motion. The pertinent characteristics resulting from the

sotution of ese equations are noted in the table below along with the re-

* quirements s stated in Reference 7.

/
na I I ented characteitc d fo

u mene h teristics Requirement of Reference 7 for noted

Task xsp) ,. Al'eg) M/W 1 (rad/sec) 95 (rad/ sec) ___

!a) 1.1 4 10.1 .05 .04 1.8-6.0 .35-1.3 No require- Z-.04
-_ ment

/ b) 1.52 .47 18.4 .044 .084 2.4-8.0 .35-1.3 No require- 2.04
-- ___ _____ ____ ment_ _ _

.. " c) .7 63 3.1 .19 .07 .7-3.1 .35-1.3 No require- z.04
ment
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Choice of the B-26 flight conditions for the stated tasks begins with

matching V / p5V1 /W) (d) . Without direct lift control (thereby having

athe capability of changing C ), only altitude ( k ) and speed ( V ) can

be selected for this purpose. At a nominal test altitude of 8000 ft, velocities

necessary to match 7/I are 160 knots for Task a and 214 knots for Task

condition b, both within the capabilities of the B-26 simulator. In the case

of the landing approach maneuver, however, altitude is fixed as is the

minimum approach velocity of the B-26. The 120 knots chosen results in

an n Ia slightly higher than that estimated for the B-1. However, flight

test data has indicated insignificant differences in pilot performance between

these lower values of this parameter.

Because it was desirable to evaluate the controllers on the basis of

the augmented B-l, equations of motion were developed (for each of the

above chosen flight conditions) in terms of the feedback gains required to

achieve the required augmented characteristics. These gains were then

used as a starting, point for the in-flight calibration necessary to finalize

the longitudinal portion of the evaluation configuration. Values of the sim-

ulated longitudinal modal characteristics are noted below.

Task 91Pd/s __ rad/ _

a 3.3 .7 -.l > .05

b 4.2 .7 -. 1 > .05

c 1.5 .7- .05 > .05

The stick force per incremental acceleration, ,a/ln was matched

to the B-I type airplane characteristics for the conventional and circumfer-

ential wheel configurations as follows:

/0/20
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Task Fj5/cAl1 (lb/g)

a 27

b 26

c 56

The stick force per stick travl, F /es conventional and circumferential

wheel) was chosen by CAL pikots during the pre-evaluation flights and was

approximately 33 lb/in. for ll tasks.

The lateral-directior~l characteristics simulated for each of the
I

above flight conditions werebased on estimated data for a B-1 type aug-

mented airplane. From th table below, it may be noted that the simulated

parameters compared favorablv, but not exactly, with estimated data.

Although more exact matclking could have been obtained through additional

calibration flight testing, t was felt such effort would be unwarranted, and

the degree of mismatch w uld not detract from the validity of the experiment.

Task l7 l_

SIM. EST. SIM. EST. SIM. EST. SIM. EST.

a .45 .43 8 9 <1.0 .71 1.8 2.5

b .52 .63 7.7 7.8 .30 .2 6.9 10

c .4 .39 7 10.4 <1.5 1.3 1.3 2.0

21
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For the conventional and CW controller configurations, rolling

moment output due to aileron stick force input L VSS gain S/ 5s combined

with fixed aileron spring constant was based on estimated data
(~5/Ss ) for Tasks b and c. For Task a, a value of was chosen by

CAL pilots during the pre-evaluation flight test phase somewhat lower than

that indicated by the estimated data. This was done on the basis of achieving

reasonable harmony with other characteristics of the simulation.

Due to lack of specific feel characteristic data for the AHC portion

of the CW-AHC configuration and the DSC configuration, values of 9aM

were chosen by CAL pilots, again to provide for simulation harmony. This

was done for all three tasks.

Likewise, and for the same reasons noted directly above, yawing

moment output due to rudder pedal force (VSS gain 5r/-ap ) and- yawing

moment due to aileron stick force input (VSS gains 5rs and Jl- /'ss )
were chosen prior to the evaluation flight phase by CAL pilots. The latter

coupling gains were chosen to minimize the coupling characteristics. This

was done for all controller configurations and tasks.

For the roll power VSS gains actually used for each task, values of

the roll power parameter I..5 = /ea are given in the table below. These

are based on in-flight measurement of 1/1Yt . These can be converted to

the para'meter L F, by multiplying L'jA by the appropriate spring

constant A s .4 , . For the conventional and CW configurations this value

was 2.27. Values for the AHC part'of the CW-AHC Configuration and the

DSC configuration may be obtained from the table of controller characteristics.

I
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L__ A (deg/sec7/deg)

oller CW-AHC
Task Cony. CW CW AHC DSC

a .5 .5 .5 .Zz .9

b .83 .83 .83 .28 1.0

c .33 .33 .33 .Z2 .56

Controller Characteristics Force/Displacement

--- Gontroller Pitch Roll

Conventional 33 lb/in. .45 lb/deg...

Circumferential Wheel 33 lb/in. .45 Ib/deg

Alternate Hand Controller .2 lb/deg .06 lb/deg

Dual Side-Arm Controller see diagram' see diagram
below below

3

SOFTSTOP LIMIT-I 0

2-

F- LB SOFT STOP LIMIT-7 0

PRESSURE POINT IS 6 IN. FROM PIVOT

0 a
0 5 10

'"DEG

Block diagrams of the complete control feel and augmentation systems used

in the configuration simulation are shown on Figure 11.
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The basic structure of this experiment was patterned after the many

in-flight evaluations performed by CAL, i. e., a relatively small sample

of subject evaluators (four pilots in this case) is allowed to use as much

time is is needed to observe the performance of a particular configuration

and formulate their opinions (see Reference 10). This concept forms the

basic framework for the present experiment. The four pilots evaluated

each of the four 4 ontroUer confdg*rati&nis fodr times.

From this point on, design of the experiment was concernedwith

several options relative to the order of configurations to be flown, the

number of configuration changeovers required, evaluation pi'.ot availability,
VP

etc. The system finally decided upon was as follows: Cn*. pilot would fly/
all configurations and thei, repli~caons before another began flying, Con-

figuration order would be chosen on the basis of random selection. Although

this procedure coald produce a maximum number of configuration change-

overs of 60, it was felt to be justified on the basis of ood experimental

design.,' / ,

Details of the evaluation tasks (noted at the beginning of this section)

are given below.

a. Up-and-away flight, cruise configuration was simulated

using a lower airspeed but correct " -/w including the

following specific maneuvers:

1) climb and climbing turns

2) level flight with accelerationsand deoelerations

3) 'constant altitude S turn

4) r maximum g turn followed by a B to 10 second

zero g arc

5) descents and descending turns.

25
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b. Up-and-away flight, terrain-following configuration was sim-

ulated at high altitude by a tracking task provided thro.gh the

flight director.

c. Approach, landing and takeoff were simulated directly with

the correct airspeed.

A flight profile of a, b, and c is shown in more detail on Figure 12.

The approach maneuver consisted of a simulated IFR approach

(pilot under the hood) and was initiated by capturing the localizer beyond

the outer marker and completed by following the ILS beam down to the run-

way. Soon after the airplane touched down, it was accelerated for the take-

off maneuver. Nominally, three such approaches and takeoffs were made

and consumed approximatelly one hour. Pilot comments were wire

recorded during-and after the maneuver.

The test times averaged about 15-20 minutes for preliminary

maneuvers (takeoff to VSS a), 40 minutes for the up-and-away maneuvers

and 60 minutes for the approach maneuvers, or a total of approximately

2 hours per controller configuration evaluation. The evaluation pilot was

made aware that he was not time limnited and no pressure was placed on

him to complete.either his maneuvers or comments in a given time.

The up-and-away tasks, by definition, indicate a wide spectrum of

airplane maneuvers on which the controller evaluation is based. However,

the "terrain following" maneuver deserves special mention.
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5 14 15•

~Sequence of Events
i rl. Climb to Test Altitude

2. Engage VSSa and Check System; Evaluation Pilot Familiarization

3. Climb

4. Two 1800 Climbing Turns

Task a 5. Straight and Level (Accelerate and Decelerate)

i 160 kt 6. "Constant Altitude "s" Turn

S7. Two 1800 Max g Turn

,8. Zero g Arc

'" 9. One 1800 Descending Turn

" Task b 110. Evaluation Pilot Comment, Safety Pilot Setup VSSb
ZlktFamiliarizati on _

Z14kt 11. One 1800 Z,.5-3 g Turn

(12. Tracking Maneuver

¢13. Evaluation Pilot Comment, Safety Pilot Setup VSS c

Familiarization

Task c 14. ILS Approach

120 kt 15. Takeoff and Climb

16. Evaluation Pilot Comments

17. Go-Around for Next Approach

Figure 12. FLIGHT TEST PROFILE
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An electronic command signal ( h ) was generated proportional

to an altitude time history describing flight over a typical terrain segment

(Figure 13). This signal is compated with a signal ( hZ ) proportional to

the actual altitude of the ai-.lane. The difference.'( 4 ) is displayed as

an altitude error signal (needle displacement) on the Flight Director System

attitude director indicator. The pilot pitches the airplane ( OZ ) to drive

the error to zero with a signal from his pitch gyro. The altitude error

signal is limited to a voltage equivalent to a 0 of 15 degrees. As long as

the commanded needle is coincident with the airplane position, indicating

I needle, the pilot is flying as commanded.

PILOT CONTROLLER A M-

' 1.

DISLAYLI 

TE

The approach task (to touchdown) consisted of both precision flying I
(tracking the glide 'slope under instrument conditions) and the requirement

to adequately compensate- for trim changes. due'to flap deflection, power K

changes, gear let down and ground effect. The takeoff maneuver demon-

strates the latter requirement under slightly different environmental con-

ditions. For the purposes of this study, 'the takeoff maneuver began upon

application of power after touchdown and concluded with the airplane in a

flight condition defined by-gear and flaps up, constant climb angle, velocity,

and throttle setting.
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The general procedures for data acquisition and reduction have been

implied previously. The following deals more specifically with these pro-

cedures.

The data obtained consists of'two types.

a. qualitative - pilot comments based on the pilot

comment guide

b. quantitative - numerical pilot rating (Cooper-Harper

Scale, Figure 14), and performance measures based on

recorded quantities. \

The pilot's comment guide is the basis on which the evaluation

pilot considers and evaluates the particular configuration he is flying. His

response to this guide, plus preflight briefing and post flight debriefing,

forges the link between the pilot and his experience with the configuration

and the engineering understanding and analysis which follows. For detailed

philosophy of communication between evaluation pilot and engineer, the

reader is referred to Reference 3.

For this study, the pilot's comment guide was presented in two parts.

The first deals primarily with overall system performance - pilot, cockpit

environment (including controller, instrument panel, comfort, etc), the

airplane response, and those factors which result from coupling these.

Overall system performance is itself divided into two tasks: up-and-away

maneuvers and the approach, landing and takeoff maneuvers. The second

part deals primarily with cockpit environment with particular attention to

the controller itself. There is some overlap and redundancy between the

two in order to better define and resolve the evaluation. The following

guide (which was reduced to suitable card size form) was carried in flight

by each evaluation pilot, and used at the time noted on the flight profile

(Figure 12).
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OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Up and Away Flight

A. Longitudinal

1. Ease and precision of making small pitch corrections -
technique used - tendency to PIO ?

2. Does the airplane stay at a given pitch angle and
airspeed ?

3. Is the trim'well defined? Sensitivity? Does longi-
tudinal response affect ability to locate trim?

4. Comment on longitudinal control during turn entries,
-steady turns' aid level flight recoveries.

5. Force level, gradient, and friction suitability.
6. Stick travel suitability.
7. Ability to change and maintain altitude.
8. Does longitudinal control motion cause excessive

lateral control motion?
9. Turbulence level.

a) light
b) moderate
c) heavy.

B. Lateral-Directional

I. Heading control, and ease of initiating and stopping
turns on desired heading - technique used.

2. Bank angle dontrol; ability to start and stop and
maintain constant bank angle.
a) ability to pick up a wing
b) roll authority suitability
c) tendency to overshoot and oscillate
d) type and\relative amount of control used.

3. Instruments used most of the time.

4. Does lateral cont-ol motion cause excessive longi-
tudinal control motion?

5. Turbulence level.
a) light
b) moderate
c) heayy.

32
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U. Approach (IFR ILS) Landing and Takeoff

A. Apprc .ch and Landing

1. Ability to capture ILS beam.
a) Localizer.
b) .Glide slope.

2. Ability to track ILS beam (ability to make
small correlctions).
a) Localizer.
b) Glide slope.
c) Airspeed.

3. Control technique used (relative amounts of
elevator, throttle,. aildron and rudder).
a) Localizer.
b) Glide slope.
c) Airspeed.

4. Workload.
a) Excessive ?

5. Oscillation in
altitude ?

b), attitude ?
c) ;heading ?
d) How do, you stop oscillation?

6. - Are trim chanjes
a) IsmE.l ?b) moderate ?

c) large ?
7. Ability to compensate for trim changes.

a), Easy - no problems.
b) ' Moderatel difficult - could be improved.
c) Very difficult - should be improved.

B. Takeoff

11. Are trim changes
a)' small ?
b) moderate ?
c), large ?

2. Ability to compensate for trim change.
a) Easy - no problem.
b) Moderately difficult - could be improved.
c) Very difficult - should be improved.

C

C. Which maneuver of the above sequence was the most
difficult to perform and why?

33
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COCKPIT ENVIRONMENT

L Instrument Panel Visibility

A. Primary Cluster

1. Good - no problems.
' 2. Adequate - couldbe improved.

3. Bad - definitely should be improved.

B. Secondary Cluster

1. Good - nQ problems.
2. Adequate - could be improved.
3. Bad - definitely should be improved.

C. Adverse effect on mission performance.

1. Minimal.
2. Moderate.
3. Large.

II. Accessibility to cockpit controls (switches, circuit breakers, etc.).

1-. Good - no problems.
2. Adequate - could be improved.
3.' Bad - definitely should be improved.

Adverse effect on mission performance.

1. Minimal.
2. Moderate.
3. Large.

m. Interference (controller) with other cockpit tasks.
/

1. Minimal. /
2. Moderate.
3. Large. -'

/

Adverse effects on mission performance.

1. Minimal.
2. Moderate.
3. Large.
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IV. Head movement required to evaluate instrument readings.

I. Minimal - no particular problems. 7
2. Moderate -could be improved.
3., Excessive - definitely sh6uld be improved.

Adverse effect on mission performance.

1. Minimal.
2. Moderate.
3. Large.

V. Necessity for changing position of hand on grip with change of
controller position.,

1. Not necessary.
2. Occasionally required - annoying.

k 3. Too much resuired - definitely should be improved.

VI. Overall contribution of controller to fatigue.

l*1.. Minimal. /
2. Moderate!
3.. Excessiv .

What controller characteristics-contribute most to the degree of
fatigue indicated?'

VII. Do you feel as though you are an integral part of the control-
airplane-response system, or do you feel "detached" from this
systdrh ? Is your feeling significant in terms of task performance?

VIII. Assuming you had to fly this configuration for a longer time than
during tiese tests (hours), do you'think y6ur evaluation would be /
significantly affected? If so, in what way?

DC. For any of the configurations eyaluated, do you anticipate'problems

in acceptance by the majority of large airplane pilots ?

X. Comment on: .v

1. Control harmony.
2. Breakout forces and deadband.

XI. If conditions of X undesirable, what would you like to see?

35,
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Because te -scope of the up-and-away maneuvers represents nearly

all of the requirements for airplane maneuvering performance at altitude,

pilot co Iments and a single pilot rating were requested which encompassed

all maneuvers. The same protedure applied to the approach, landing and

takeoff maneuvers; the pilot was asked for ratings for this total task. In

addition to overall ratings, two detailed ratingslwere asked for to' include

the tracking inaneuver of the up-and-away phase and the approach portion

of the landing phase. For these cases, a rating of hese partcular maneu-

vers was asked for in-addition to those for the overall phases in order to• /

correlate tracking performance measures with piloqt rating.

In order to insure easy and continuous progress during the pilot

evaluation phase, it was--necessary that variable stability operation, con-

troller operation, and experimental test procedures be thoroughly checked

in fliglit prior to the actual evaluation. In addition, the, variable stability'

system' had to be calibrated to provide the required simulation.

, The largest single element of test equipment to be calibrated in

flight was-the -B--26 variable stability airplane,, In essence, this means

det ermining settings of the electronic gain controls so that the various

static and dynamic characteristics of the airplane to be simulated can be

matched by the B-26 VSS airplane.* These characteristicsmanifest them-

selves in airplare motioh riesponses to control inputs, cockpit control

forces and displacement, etc. The type and extent of- calibration requirfd

' - is related to the degree of simulation and other factors noted below.

'Obviously, how well a given airplane is simulated depends upoh detailed

knowledge of its geometric, inertial; and stability and control character-

istics as well as-the range of the simulator's capabilities. ,Most of the

benefits of, in-flight simulation of a new design concept come during early

stages of the design process, when results of the simulation may indeed

alter the design itself.' Obviously, at this stage, not all the characteristics

'of the airplane to be simulated are w, 11 known so one must compromise

fidelity of simulation for timeliness of results. However, this is not

inconsistent with the basic objectives of the experiment. Likewise, :the

- - B-26 variabre stability 'airplane has some limitationg. Foi example,

- +36
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matching all the dynamic response characteristics would be pos.sible if all

derivatives of the simulated airplane could be matched. Because the B-26

[ sytem h~s neither direct lift control nor variable side force capability,

derivatives such as L and " cannot be matche4. However, many

of tlbe important dynamic iesponse characteristics .can be matched by mis-

matching some derivatives and by. introducing derivatives not inherent in

most airjlanes,, e.g., A/.
f -

Generally, experience has shown that many limitations !all outside

the evaluation pilot's ability to detect differences, often because they do not,

affect the characteristics to which he is most responsive. Furthermore,

/experience has indicated which characteristics need to be simulated and/
how they contribute to the pilot's evaluation of the configuration. (This is

not meant to imply that all characteristics to which the pilot may be signif-

icantly responsive have be6n defined. Indeed, research in the field is

constantly expanding.)

In general, it can be noted that the degree of simulation achieved

and the program of in-flight calibration are dependent upon:

a. knowledge of the simulated airplane's characteristics.

b. capability of the simulation.

c. knowledge of these characteristics to which the evaluation

pilot is responsive.,

d. methods of calibrating-the VSS for these characteristics.

e. well executed in-flight calibration procedures.

f. careful data reduction.

"Proof" flights provided a final 'check of all experimental systems

and procedures prior to the evaluation phase. These flights were deiigned

to:

a. check time required to perform required mapeuver profiles.

b. check VSS operatidn.

" 37
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c. check controller operation - in particular, determine

reasonable values for controller spring rates.

d. determine the effect of the dual side arm controller
arm rests as an experimental parameter.

Results- of this flight phase were generally as expected. The total

time required to perform the maneuver profile and evaluation was essentially

tha.t originally estimated, i. e., approximately 2 hours.

Desirable longitudinal spring' ratios (stick force/stick displacement)

for the conventional and circunferential wheel configurations were chosen

on the basis' of pilot preference.

/3

/I
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SECTION IV

PILOT COMMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS

This section p-resents the characteristics of the pilot-controller-

airplane-task system, based on pilot comments recorded in light. The

great majority of comments were in response to the comment guide

described in Section III. However, results of the analysis of comment

data include the comments obtained from post flight debriefings as well

as from the primary source noted above.

It is worthwhile to explain various assumptions made and procedures
/

followed to arrive at the statements made below. For example, response

to a single question was made four times by each of the pilots vith respect

to agiven controller and mission. Assiming these four comments were

not all the same, and assuming no major factor such as turbulence

appeared to influence the" results, the overall assessment as.,noted here

*as based on the number of t"positive" comments versus the number of

"negative" comments. If there was one negative and three positive comments,

it is assumed that the- aecision was generally positive. If the .comments

were equal in polarity,, but showed a trendwith flight replication, then it

is assumed that some learning effect is present, and, the comments given

on the latter flights were more heavily weighted. If the decisions were

random, and again no significant. "outside"' factors were evident, it was

assumed that no decision was forthcoming from the subject pilot.

A similar procedpure was followed for determining -an overall

assessment fdz'cthe 'whole pilot sample. If three of the four pilots indicated

a positive decision, then the decision was generally assumed as positive, etc.

It.may be rioted that such inconsistencies, particularly with respect

to "within" pilot comments do 'not appear as a high percentage of the

total number of different comment responses. In the case of "among"

pilot inconsistencies, feasons, if distinguishable, are noted.
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Turbulence was not a specific test parameter in this investigation.

Its input to the airplane system resulted only from natural phenomena and

occurred significantly only sporadically during the fli.ght test program.

However, i s level was noted throughout, and its effect is used wherever

bs'sible-tc weight the data. ,
/N

For convenience and consistency, pilot 'omment re ults are

7 presented in the following sequence:- up-and-away flight, 160 knots;

up-and-away flight, terrain following, 214 knots; approac'h, landing and

takeoff; cockpit environment, and gerieral comments. The first two

tasks are further divided into longitudinal, characteristics and lateral-

directionial characteristics.

1. TASK a, UP-AND-AWAY FLIGHT, 160 KNOTS

For the majority of cases ,,h.. turbulence was not considered

to be a significant factor, longJ:tu,' rt,' " characteristics and control for

this simulated airplane configt c.4&,&n were generally good, particularly

when flying the conventional, " , and CW-AHG controller configurations.

Control precision suffered somewhat when using the DSC, primarily

due to a lack of anticij.ation-of airplane motion following a control input,

a condition. ascribed to insufficient force cues. In direct response to

controller force feel questions, both the foife level and force gradient

(force/unit deflection) of the DSC were considered to be light. ID many
cases the DSC was considered slightly too "sensitive". (It is to be re-

membered that' the. DSC sensitivity in terms of elevator deflection per unit

stick displacement had to be chosen at least high enough to provide suf-

ficient authority to perform the large disturbance maneuvers of the up-

and-away task.)

Those maneuvering characteristics which in large part define

the longitudinal stability and control. role ofthe airplane, i. e., the

ability. to make small pitch angle corrections, the ability to change and

maintain altitude and the ability to maintain a given pitch angle -ad
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airspeed, generally did not exhibit significant problems. Use of the DSC,

however, did tend to cause a "bobble" when precise pitch angle corrections

were.attempted, and at times a slight to moderate pilot-induced oscillation

was precipitated. As noted above, the pilots commented that the DSC

was slightly sensitive, particularly when attempting to change and maintain

altitude, and maintain pitch angle and airspeed.

In general, longitudinal control was good in turn entries, steadyI

turns, and recoveries. However, use of the DSC sometimes made it

difficult for the pilot to obtain the precise g desired due to over-sensitivity

of the controller.

Longitudinal characteristics of the simulated airplane actually

had a favorable effect on the pilots' ability to trim the airplane. Trim

was, in general, well defined. However, the small trim wheel on the

right hand grip (identical on all controller configurations) exhibited

several undesirable characteristics. First, the aetent in the trim wheel

was annoying and not necessary. Second (and more important), trim was

too sensitive, while at the same time, the amount of trim provided was

insufficient. For a given diameter wheel with only a single turn, it's

quite possible that providing sufficient authority will produce too high

a sensitivity for small inputs. This is, of course, analogous to the

side stick controller sensitivity- authority problem.

The other controller characterisitics, frictioh and stick travel,

appeared suitable and satisfactory in all cases.

Comments ,relative to the lateral-directional characteristics

indicated a slightly greater diversity of opinion as compared with the

longitudinal mode. This diversity was revealed to a small degree in

both "within" pilot comments and "among" pilot comments. This was

not so much related to controller configuration "characteristics as it

was to control techniques used which were directly associated with the

4"1
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characteristics of the simulated airplane. However, the two sets of

characteristic& are not totally unrelated because airplane characteristics

requiring undesirable techniques can, of course, emphasize any controller

deficiencies.

The problem was associated with the ease of initiating, stopping

and maintaining a constant bank angle. The general complaint was the

necessity for too much control coordination - too much directional control

was required. This resulted in what was felt to be too large a workload -

too much pilot compensation was needed.

It is reasonable to assume that at least a portion of the rudder

requirement is due to the simulation itself - the amount of A/,- (VSS

gain 3,/i' ) required to obtain the high Dutch roll darmping estimated for

the B-I. In a steady turn condition, the amount of Ff. required is

directly proportional to A/r ; the B-26 has no washout circuitry to

minimize this effect when the Dutch roll damping is augmented through

use of the A,-/f VSS gain. This situation was, of course, realized when

the VSS configurations were being calibrated during the pre-evaluation

flight test phase, and a viiu-. of Sr/r was chosen which was felt would

adequately match the Dutch roll damping, while at the same time would

not necessitate inordinate amounts of rudder.

The spiral mode of the simulation was stable with Te 'approxi-

mately equal to 12 seconds. From previous experiments, this value

was found to give goodhandling qualities, while not requiring large

amounts of rudder.

Only two pilots did treat this characteristic jas a predominant

element in their assessment of the configuration and one of these, Pilot

D (USAF) commented on this only occasionally. However, Pilot B (CAL)
felt this to be a major deficieficy (for all controller configurations) and,%

as will be shown later, it was the dominant factor in his overall rating.
,/



Other laterLl-directional characteristics presented no significant

problems. Heading control was generally good throughout. oRoll authority

and ability to pick up a wing were fair to good in all cases. Two pilots,

A (USAF) and D (USAF), felt that the lateral-directional response of the

airplane had no effect on their ability to lo'cate or define trim; one pilot,

Pilot B (CAL) thought there was an adyerse effect, and Pilot C (CAL)

thought there was a favorable effect..

Differences amoing the va riousscontroller configurations were

small. However, those that did exist-wefe primarily associated with

the bank contro'l maneuver noted above, in particular with respect-to,

the tendency to overshoot the Adesi,-,ed bank angle. This ttndency was

neither consistent with replication nor with pilots. Generally all

configurations varied- from "no" tendency to "slight" tendency-How ever,

once for each controiler, "extreme" tendency waa noted. Thus it can

be seen that the data does little to warrant establishment of a~trend.

In summary of the up-and-away 160 knot task, it may be ai

that the siinulated airplane characteristics were generally good (with the

possible exception of bank angle control); that there were small differ nces

among controllers with the exception of the DSC in the longftudinal

maneuvers, where an apparent lack of adequate force feel caused soe

loss of maneuver precision; and that some thought should be given to

redesign of the longitudinal trim function to provide a better balance

of authority nd sensiti'ity. "

The maneuvers of this task were performed only in a ' none'' to

"slight" turbulence environment. However, there is a distinct inaication

from the, pilot comments that an increase. in the turbulence level would

tend to emphasize deficiencies in some areas of control.

2. TASK b, UP-AND-AWAY FLIGHT,--14-NOTS---

The tracking maneuver portion of this task tended to emphasize
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the pitch control characteristics more thani those in the previous

configuration. Although it was, generally not difficult to make small

pitch corrections, a certain amount of bobble and overshoot wuas

encountered, along with some pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) tendency.

The latter characteristic ra'ged from "slight" to "moderate" for the

DSC configuration and from "no" to "slight" for the other configurations.

In particular, the DSC again appeared to lack sufficient force cues for

precision tracking. This was, manifested in part by an inability of the

pilots to pull and maintain "g" forces without what was felt to be too

much compensation and undue workload. The force gradient was noted

specifically to be good on all configurations except the DSC which was

thought to be too light. The above also applied generally to the force
%" level. Friction level'was not significant in any controller configuration.

The pilots considered stick travel satisfactory throughout, except for

Pilots C (GAL) and D (USAF), who.felt that the DSC had slightly too

much stick travel. A

Trim was well defined throughout, -ut was generally.-too sensitive.

The longitudinal characteristics had little or no effect on the pilots'

ability to locate trim. When it was commented upon, it was noted, as a

favorable effect.

There was no problem in maintaining altitude throughout the

controller-pilot matrix, and the airplane stayed at the pitch angle and

airspeed selected.

The simulated lateral- directional'characteristics' were the

primary cause of adverse corriment in this flight task.' The objections

centered about precise'bank control capability and were reasonably

consistent with pilot, controller and task. replication. -Although his.

task is primarily a longitudinal one, the maintenance'of a constant heading

also requires lateral-direL ional control inputs which, iih this case,

revealed some objectional characteristics. Comments-centered about

insufficient roll power using aileronsalone, and the need for large

44-.
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amounts, of rudder to produce the additional roll power required. The

Al'coordination technique required to attain precise bank control under

these circumstances was a sensitive procedure and pilot comme4nt

varied depending on wlether or not he could master it without too large

a workload. One example of undesirable control coupling occurred

when power application (a part of the longitudinal tracking control) was

made unequally between the two engines, causing a yaw disturbance,

resulting in roll, which in turn affected heading control. Attempting

to minimize the results of such a disturbance in many cases required

too much attention and was tiring,

The primary difficulty with this simulated airplane configuration

was the high 101Aid (a value which as noted inSection III is lower than

that estimated for the B-1). It was recognized in the pre-evaluation
flight phase that small changes in ? and r due to gusts, rudder or

other inputs would 6ause large changes in bank and roll rate. For this.

reason, a conservative value of aileron roll, power was chosen (for each

controller configuration) in order to minimize expected large excursions.

Rudder required to maintain a steady turn, though probably greater

than that estimated for the B-1 (due to augmented C... required to

'obtain the 'high Dutch roll damping and a more highly damped spiral

mode) was not particularly noted and was probably eclipsed by te

undesirable coupling characteristics.

Coupling between longitudinal motion and lateral control motion

did not appear excessive in most cases. However, slight coupling was

in evidence throughout, but no particular trend with respect to controller

configuration was noted.

3. TASK c, APPROACH, LANDING AND TAKEOFF

Because of the aforementioned gain problem with the DSC

(Section II) the landing .maneuver was not made by pilots A and B using

the controller, except for a few cases which were of an exploratory nature.

It was not considered part of their evaluatiori.
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The approach portion of this task was by far tfie easiest of the

three maneuvers to'perforrn. This was verified by the ease with which

the ILS beam was captured and tracked, with all controller configurations.

Only one pilot noted "some'problemall with the CW and conventional

configurations, and these did not appear 'significant. The ease wi~h which,

this maneuver was performed can be attributed to the displayed information

of te flight director system,, and while laudable for operational purposes,

there is some coubt that its use contributes to a sufficiently sensitive

task for experimental purposes.

The takeoff maneuver was the most difficult to perform, judged

by comments in an approximate ratio of 3 to 4. This was primarily due

to the trim changes. required as' a result of gear. retraction, and'flap

and power changes. Trim changes on takeoff were generally rfoted as
V moderate to large for all configurations and replications. The ability

to compensate was characterized as "moderately-difficult" for. all

controller configurations for pilots A (USAF) and B (CAL). Pilot C (CAL)

felt all, configurations were moderately difficult with the exception of the

DSC which was termed very difficult. Pilot D (USAF) thought compen-

sation was ea.sy for all configurations except the conventional one which

was thought to be slightly more difficult.

Workloadi was generally 'minimal to moderate throughout the

test matrix. Turbulence, when encountered, generally increased the

workload.

- As previously noted, turbulence was not a specific test. parameter

because its input to the airplane system resulted from natural phenomena

and occurred only sporadically throughout the flight test 'program.

However, when it did occur it was usually light, or wP6n it was

occasionally simulated by the pilot introducing oisturbances, sonie

important characteristics of the controllers were emphasized. 'hen

using the CW-AHC, for example, transfer from the AIlC control (used

for precise ILS path control) to the CW control (required for greater
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authority to counteract large "disturbance), p escnted a somewhat

confusing situation, primarily because of the abrupt'change in force

and displacement characteristics'. Then too, the pilot would occasionally

get the 'two control functions mixed and not know at the moment which

one to use. The necessity for sorting out thissituation appeared

extremely burdensome and annoying under conditions. of increased workload.

Slight turbulence also tended to emphasize deficiencies in the DSC

feel mechanization, generally manifested by slight oscillations in attitude

angle. Lack of anticipation of airplane motion oue to l.w stick force, cues

had a tendency to produce an out-of-phase relationship bctween input and

output causing "spastic" control of attitude.

Landings were accomplished by Pilots C and D using the DSC

modified with the nonlinearigain curve described in Section II and shown

in Figure 6. Although this partially solved the -.ensitivity-authority

proben , the lack of force cues mentioned above tended• to downgrade

the PSC configuration. The nonlinear gain was helpful only when the

pilot trimmed the airplane with the controller centered in its travel.

Otherwise, he could be operating about a point of high sensitivity when

trying to make precision changes in flight path and experience a PIO

tendency.

The lateral-directional response characteristics generally, had

no effect on ability to locate trim. In those few cases where some effect 4
was apparent, it was in a favorable direction. i

Throughout the evaluations of Task b, the turbulence varied

generally from a smooth air condition to a light turbulent conditLon.

As in the case of Task a, it is apparent that assessment of both

simulated airplane and controller characteristics may vary significantly

with turbulence level.

/ AaA
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4. COCKPIT EINVIOMNT'

Comments reiative to cockpit environment are considered to apply

to all three tasks (or flight phases).of the flight test program. They are

analyzed withf respect to fligh 'replication to take into some account the

effect of repeated exposure to the environment.

Instrument Panel Visibility

Primary instrument cluster: the comMnefit ratings ranged from

good (no problems) to bad (definitely sh6uld be improved) with A dequate

(could bd improved) ,as an intermediate step. The conventional'cdnfigura-

tion piovided generally adequate visibility, with two pilots rating it as

adequate to bad. Primary instrument cluster visibility for both the CW

and CW-AHC conffgurations was considered god by three pilots and

adequatd 'to good by the other. Visibility was considered good.by all pilpto

in the'evaluation of the DSC.

'Secondary instrument cluster: the same rating definitions apply

here as above. The conventional configuration provided for somewhat

less visibility than for the primary cluster with one pilot corsidering it

adequate, two adequate to good, and one adequate to bd. Visibility for

both the CW and CW-AHC .units was considered adequateto good by two

pilots, good by 'one pilot and good to bad by the other.. Again as in the, case

of the primary cluster, the visibility for the DSC was conside ed good by

all pilots.,

Controller interference with other cockpit tasks: tlis ,was felt

to be minimal for all configurations and flight replications. Consequently,

any adverse, effect on mission performance due to such interference was -- ,

also considered minimal ' k -
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Head movement required to evaluate instrument reading,.: the

CW and CW-AHC were considered as requiring minimal to moderate head

movement. The DSC was rated as minimal throughout. Two of the pilots

(one USAF and one CAL) felt the conventional configuration required

moderate head movement. Adverse effect on mission performance was felt

to be minimal throughout except for the twp conventional configuration ratings

noted above for which adverse effect was considered to be minimal to

moderate.

Necessity for changing position of hand on grip with change of

controller position: this procedure was necessary only for approximately

19% of the pilot-configuration matrix and then only occasionally. It was

noted once for all controllers except the conventional configuration, where

none of the pilots found it necessary.

Overall contribution of controller to fatigue: for all controllers

except the DSC, contribution to fatigue was generally considered minimal

to moderate. For the DSC, it was considered minimal.

Thus, only one controller, the DSC, was rated good (no problems)

for the entire instrument panel by all the evaluation pilots. The conven-

tional configuration provided the least visibility, with some improvement

noted for the CW and CW-AHC.

With respect to differences of assessment of visibility between

individual pilots, it may, be noted that the two CAL pil-o-ts ere slightly less

sensitive to. the difference's between the effect of configurations than the

two USAF pilots. One USAF pilot rated all configurations adequate to bad

except the DSC, which as previourly noted, was rated good.

Generally, the degree of visibility was thought to have a minimal

adverse effect on mission performance, with the exception of the two USAF

pilots' assessment of the conventional configuration. One .considered it

to have a minimal to moderately adverse effect; the other a moderately

adverse effect.
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Accessibility to cockpit control: the pattern of this characteristic

was similar to that of isibility. Generally, accessibility was considered

adequate to good for all configurations except for the DSZ, which was con-

sidered good throughout. One USAF pilot did rate the conventional con-.

figuration bad (definitely should be improved). Adverse effect on mission

performance due to the degree of accessibility was generally, considered

minimal. However. for the case where the conventional configuration was

rated bad, the adverse effect tended to be moderate.

The bulk of the cockpit environmental comments indicates that in

each category (visibility, accessibility, etc.) at least slight gains are made

by using the dual side arm controller. The cumulative effect of these gains

would appear to be significant and warrant its use at least on the basis of

improving the working area of the pilot.

5. GENERAL COMMENTS

The following is based on response to questions included in the

Cockpit Environment part of the pilots' comment guide. However,

because the answers to these questions essentially apply to all taskb, they

are presented below as a separate part of this section.

Response to the question as to whether or not the pilot felt he was

an integral part of the control-airplane-response system was generally

affirmative through the pilot-configuration matrix. In those few cases

(three out of sixteen) a certain detachment was felt, not due to the control

concept, but due to detail mechanization and feel characteristics. The

two CAL pilots, both commenting on the DSC, sometimes felt a certain

irrelevancy to the overall system due to lack of anticipation of airplane

response, ascribing it to lack of sufficient force feel. Much of this hat,

been noted in detail in previous sections with regard to specific maneuvers.

The only reservations any of the evaluation pilots had relative to

acceptance of these controllers by large-airplane pilots was with regard

to detail mechanization, not the concepts. Normal training and experienc.e
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(as with most man-operated devices) is all that is required.

Generally, all pilots thought evaluation time was sufficient, and

that their assessment would not be significantly altered by flying a given

configuration for several hours.

Control harmony, breakout force and deadband characteristics

were generally satisfactory for all -controllers.

The two USAF pilots (A & D) had significant spontaneous comments

relative to their overall preference for controller configurations. Pilot A

felt that both the CW-AHC and DSC configurations were a significant

improvement over the conventional wheel and column for the tasks used in

' the investigation., Pilot D felt the DSC was superior to all others eval-

uated, but recognized the need for improving its feel characteristics.
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PILOT RATING ANALYSIS RESULTS

The evaluation pilots were instructed to rate the combined airplane-

controller configuration combination for each individual task, using the

handling qualities rating scale shown in Figure 14. Thus, a.reported

rating reflected the pilots' assessment of the complete pilot-airplane-

coptroller (and cockpit environment)- task complex. However, in the case

,of Task c, comprising the 1) %ding, approach and takeoff maneuvers the

pilot often thought the differences among these maneuvers were significant

enough to warrant separate ratings within the defined task. This was also

prompted in part during the early stages of the evaluation when it became

evident that the compromise elevator gain selected for the DSC (see

Section II) was actually biased to a point where although the airplane could

be landed, it would always receive the lowest possible rating due to lack of

control authority. Subsequently, the.landing maneuver using the DSC was

eliminated from Task c for Pilots A (USAF) and B (CAL) except for the

exploratory effort mentioned previously. This led to separate ratings for

approach and takeoff and in the case of the other controller' configurations,

separate ratings for each of the three maneuvers of Task c. The exception

was Pilot B (CAL) who reported a single rating for Task c, which in the

case of the DSC was limited to the approach and takeoff only.

After mechanizing the nonlinear gain for the DSC, the landing

maneuver was reinstated as part of the Task c evaluation. However, it

'still seemed prudent to examine the individual parts of the task, and this

course was followed by Pilots C (CAL) and D (USAF).

Much use of simple averaged numerical rating data is used in this

analysis; average of replications, average of pilots, etc. It is recognized

this is mathematically inconsistent because it implies linearity among

the rating numbers which in themselves are merely a shorthand indication

of the adjective dtscription which best fits the pilot's assessment of the
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configuration. Although the word descriptions obviously inidicate strong

trends, there is presently no way to show'that these descriptions form

a linear progression. Thus, applying any linear mathematical concept

to the.darta is not 'rigorous. "

However; despite this inaccuracy, the advahtages in terms of

reducing large amounts of data to a form where trends can be easily

recognized appears to warrant the linearApproach.-

Pilot rating data is piesented in this section, and illustrated by

the appropriate figure in the following forms:

a. Individual pilot rating vs controller configuration for each

tas'k (or task component where appropriate) and each replication.

b. Averaged replications to denote a single trend of the abov6.

c. Direct pilot comparison of b for each task.

d. Averaged pilot trend to denote overall rating trend for

each task.

e. Effect of replication on rating - pilot rating vs replication

for each configuration, task and pilot.

f. Replication rating spread for all tasks for each pilot..

g. Average of all pilot replication spreads.

h. Comparative rating of controllers for each pilot for

all tasks.

i. Average of all pilot comparative ratings for all tasks.
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Individual pilot rati-gs vs. controller configurations are shown on

Figures 15, 16, 17, and 0 for Pilots A, B, C, and D respectively.

Replication spread is noted, as are trends based on averaged replications.

Pilot A

The ratings given by Pilot A (USAF), Figure 15, the first time he

examined each configuration appeared to be too low (high level of assessment)

on the basis of pre-evaluation flying by CAL pilots and previous knowledge

of airplane characteristics - rating relationships. Review of these-results

with Pilot A indicated the possibility of a lack of understanding and definition
I

with respect to the handling qualities* rating scale. This is the responsibility

of the engineer directing the experiment, not the evaluation pilot. Subsequent

dialogue appeared to rectify the situation. The "first round" data is shown

for interest, but succeeding analysis considers only three replications.

Task a shows little preference difference among controllers,

either in terms of replication spread or averaged replications, with a max-

imum variation of approximately 1/2 rating. Overall average assessment

was between a rating of 3. 0 and 3. 5.

Task b indicates some preference for the CW-AHC configuration,

about a one rating improvement over the other configurations. Replication

spread is only I rating and the overall average assessment was approx-

* imately 5.0.

Task c ratings were given for the tasks' three basic components,

approach, landing and takeoff (no ratings were given for landing with the

DSC for reasons previously noted). For the approach, rating differences

were again small; however, all three new concepts fared better than the

conventional configuration by about 1/2 rating. Rating spread was greater

than for Tasks a and b, about two rating units. Overall average assessment

was between a rating of Z. 5 and 3.0.

The landing maneuver produced a controller rating difference of

1/2 to I rating unit with a replication spread similar to the approach, with

overall assessment between a rating of 3. 0 and 4. 0.1
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The takeoff maneuver showed a rating preference for the .CW-AHC

configuration of almost one full rating unit as compared to the conventional

and CW configurations. The DSC suffered from the sensitivit r-.authority

problem previously noted and was severely downgraded. With the exception

of the DSC, the overall rating was between 3. 0 and 4. 0.

The indication from the rating differences described is that Pilot A

,preferred the CW-AHC configuration by a small margin. This is sub-

stantiated by his comments. (He commefited similarly about the DSC, but,

by definition, the ratings if correctly applied cannot show this.)

Pilot B

The ratings of Pilot B (CAL), Figure 16, were.generally higher

(lower assessment) for all tasks than those of the other pilots. His com-

ments do not directly substantiate this assessment; his objections to both

controller and airplane characteristics in terms of specific aeficiencies

were similar to those of the other evaluations. However, they do indicate

a greater sensitivity to these deficiencies and this is' reflected in his

ratings.

Task a showed the least variation in replication spread and among

controllers', a difference of one rating unit. ' The overall assessment level

was high numerically, between 7. 0 and 8. 0 in sharp contrast to Pilot A.

Task b was rated in two parts in this case, entry to the tracking

maneuver (see Figure 12),and the tracking maneuver itself. it was thought

here that separate ratings were warranted because of the different, dynamic

nature of the two maneuvers, one primarily a large disturbance lateral-

directional maneuver, the other a larger disturbance longitudinal maneuver

coupled to precise lateral-directional control. (This philosophy wab

discarded for the last two pilots in favor of overall task assessment.)

Again overall levels were numerically high for both cases and showed a

greater replication spread than Task a, 2 to 3 rating units. For the entrf

maneuver, all three concepts were iated substantially better than the
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conventional configuration, with the CW having a slight edge. For the

tracking maneuver, the CW was preferred by approximately 1 1/2 rating

units over the conventional configuration and three to four rating units

over the CW-AHC and DSC configurations. The overall averaged rating

spread for both maneuvers was substantial,from about 3. 5 to 8. 0.

Task C, assigned a combined rating of approach, landing and

takeoff in this case, exhibited the usual slight differences in preference

among controllers with the CW preferred by only the slightest of margins.

Overall assessment level was between ratings of 3. 5 and 4. 0.

Pilot C

Pilot C (CAL),' Figure 17, showed less than a one rating unit

spread among controllers for Task a , with a slight preference for the con-

ventional configuration. Maximum replication spread'was two rating units

occurring for the CW configuration. The conventional configuration had a

single repfication spread and the CW- AHC and DSC had none. Overall

assessment level was between 3. 0 and 4.0.

For Task b, all new concepts were preferred over the conventional

configuration by approximately one rating unit. Very slight preference was

shown for the CW and CW-AHC configurations. Replication spread was

nominally one rating unit and total overall average assessment ranged

from 5.6 to 6.8.

Separate ratings were made for the maneuvers of Tas'k a, with

insignificant differences among controllers for the approach maneuver._ .

Nominal replication rating spread was less than 2- rating units and the

general acceptance level was between 3. 5 and 4. 0.

The landing maneuver indicated about a I rating unit difference

among the conventional, CW and CW-AHC controllers and had a comparable

replication rating. Overall assessinent for these three controllers was a

rating of about 4. 0. Pilot C was the first evaluator to use the DSC modified

to include the nonlinear gain function, described in Section II and shown on
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Figure 8, was used. Despite the fact that this function partially solved the

sensitivity-authority problem, an apparent lack of sufficient force cues

resulted in an incremental downgrading of about 2 rating units (to about 6.5)

as compared to the other configurations. Replication rating spread was

greater for the DSC, 3 rating units.

The takeoff overall rating of about 6. 0, with little differences

among controllers, emphasized the difficulty of this maneuver as compared

with the others of Task c. Replication spread differed widely with con-

trollers, with 3 rating units for the CW and CW-AHC, one for the conven-

tional configuration and none for the DSC. Low assessment ratings of 8,7 /

were given for the CW and CW-AHC for one of the four replications in each

case. These takeoffs occurred in a light to moderate turbulence environment

which tended to amplify the deficiencies of basically 5. 0 to 6. 0 rated airplane-

maneuver combination.

Pilot D

Pilot D (USAF), Figure 18, generally had the largest replication

rating spread for all evaluators, the average of which however, did not differ

greatlj from his predecessors. Task a showed replication rating spreads

of from two to five rating units, depending on the controller configuration.

Averaged replications produced a low rating of 2.0 for the CW configuration

and,high ratings of about 4.5. for the conventional and DSC configurations,.

Task b was rated generally lower (as with previous pilots) with a

large replication rating spread. ('six rating units) for the CW-AHC configura-

tion. Variatioa was one unit for- the conventional configuration, three for

the CW and two for the DSC. Averaged replication ratings varied from a

4. 5 for the preferred CW t6 the highest for the conventional configuration,

a 7.3.
/-

As With the previous pilot, Task c was rated separately for each of

its maneuvers. In the approach, all three new concepts were rated better

than the conventonal configuration: a maximum of two rating units for the

CW and a minimum of one-half rating unit for the DSC. Replication rating
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spread was nominal except for the DSC where the last evaluation produced

a high numerical rating, resulting in a spread of five rating units. A

similar trend is noted for the landing maneuver. In both cases, turbulence\
tended to magnify the lack of sufficient force cues which was characteristic

of the DSC. Again, the CW was preferred; by two rating units over the

conventional configurations, one unit over the DSC, but only marginally

over the CW-AHC.

For the takeoff maneuver, replication spread was greatest for the

DSC; it was also rated the worst, an average 5. 3. The CW again received

preference, with an average 2. 5. The conventional configuration was third

best with an average 3. 8.

Figure 19 shows a comparison of pilot replication averaged ratin&--..
for each task. For Task c, one average represents all task maneuvers for

each pilot. Also shown is the resulting task - c6ifiguration ratings- based

on the averages of all four pilots.

Except~for Pilot B, Task a produced remarkable consistency of

averaged ratings among pilots. Pilots' average produced results similar

to the individual trends; small differences among cortrollers, less than a

one'rating s-pread. Including the results of Pilot B, an overall task rating

(including all controllers) of from 4. 2 to 4.8 is noted, in the "deficiencies

warrant improvement" category of Figure 14.

Consistency of ratings for Task b was again good except where the

contribution of Pilot B downgraded the CW-AHC and DSC thus enlarging the

nominal overall rating spread from less than two rating units to approximately

4. Pilot average rating varied from about 5. 3 to 6. 3, also nominally in the

"deficiencies warrant improvement" category of Figure 14, but with a

greater degree of objectionable deficiencies and the need for more pilot

compensation to perform the task.

Task "c indicated the least differences in preference among -con-

trollers; w:ith an overall task-controller rating for all pilots of from 3. 5
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to 4. 0. This, at worst, places this task in the upper part of the same

category as Tasks a and b with minor but annoying deficiencies and moderate

pilot compensation required.

It was desired to determine to what extent replication had an effect

on pilot rating. Figure 20 illustrates this for each pilot, configuration, and

task. The obvious scatter of the data makes it difficult to pinpoint trends.

However it may be noted, for example, that Pilot A generally downgraded

his assessment with replication for all tasks except in the case oi the DSC

for Task b. Pilot B indicated a gentle downgrading for Task c, but in the

case of Task b showed some upgrading for all three new concepts. Pilot C

showed a downgrading trend for Task b, but a slight upgrading trend for

Task c. The randomness of the data of Pilot D masks general trends;

some configurations show an upgrading trend, some a downgrading trend.

The significance of most of these observations cannot be realis-

tically determined. Pilot comments indicate a varying sensitivity and

awareness by the pilot of overall configuration deficiencies which include,

in some cases, an indeterminate effect of turbulence.

A measure of replication ratin spread is shown in Figure 21,

where replication rating spread (in terms of rating units) is shown as a

function of number of ratings given (in terms of percent of total). This is

shown for each pilot and for the average of all pilots. The averaged curve

shows that over 78% of all cases (74) documented had a rating spread of

two ratings or less and 45% had a rating spread of one rating or less. In

8% of the cases, replication ratings were the same.

Figure 22 illustrates a slightly different look at comparative con-

troller ratings. Averaged replication ratings for-each task were placed in

"best"and "worst" category. *This was dorie by observing the lowest nu-

merical rating (best) and its appropriate controller configuration, and the

highest numerical rating (worst), and the controller configuration for which

it was given. If two configurations were rated the same, (either best or
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worst), both were put in the same appropriate category. The number of

bests and worsts for all tasks were put in terms of percentages of the total

number of each category and plotted vs controller configuration. Examina-

tion of Figure 22 shows that for Pilot A (USAF), over 60% of his best ratings

were applied to the CW-AHC configuration. His worst assessments were

equalv divided among the other three controllers.

Pilot B (CAL), on the other hand, had 80% of his best ratings for

the CW configuration, and 30% of his worst ratings applied, to the CW-AHC.

Of the best ratings for Pilot C, 50% were ascribed to the CW con-

figuration and of the worst, 50% were ascribed to the DSC.

For Pilot D, the CW configuration received 80% of his best ratings

and the conventional configuration 80% of his worst ratings.

Figure 23 shows the best-worst relationship, averaged for all

four pilots, and indicates that the CW received almost a majority of the

best ratings, with the conventional configuration and the DSC both receiving

a large percentage of the worst ratings, about 35% each.

6,
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SECTION VI

ANALYSIS OF TRACKING DATA

As previously noted measured tracking data was obtained from two

sources, the "terrain following" maneuver of Task b,' and the ILS approach

maneuver of Task c.

The basis for observed and recorded data was the flight director

system, which through its computer and display instruments provided the

necessary command information for the 'ilot to perform the require4 track-

ing maneuvers. In particular, the horizonta, and vertical cross-pointer

needle deflections from rcfer'ence proviled the tracking err.or data.

Mechanization of the pitch porti6n of the terrain follpwing- maneu-

ver has been described in Sdction III. In addition, the pilot was asked. to

hold a preset heading daring the maneuver, tus providing needle deflection

data in both the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes. It must be noted

that normal operation of the flight director -system, used for "al measure-

ments except the pitch portion of the terrain following maneuver of Task b,

displays needle deflections in response to combined signals from the systems

computer and do not necessarily indicate raw ,error from a desired flight

path. For example, 'in the lateral-dire °tional' mode (either terrain following

'or ILS) the vertical needl'e can coincide with the reference (zero error) when

the bank angle is such that intersection with 'the correct azimuth iB assured.

Thus needle deflections relative to the reference indicate steering commands

to the pilot.

For each maneuver, a substantial amount of recorded data was

collected for each pilot and controller, which included needle deflection

errors in both the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes and controller

deflections for the three modes of operation (rudder pedal deflections were

included). Not all the data taken was reduced or shown in this'report. This'

was due primarily to the fact that after careful -examination, it-was felt that

only certain key portions were significant to the evaluation of the controllers.
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Raw data was oscillograph recorded for apprL nately 3 minutes

of both the Task b tracking maneuver and the ILS approach maneuver of,

Task c. Data was read each . 1 second, and punched and inserted-inoa-pro-

.gram designed to produce variance spectral density, variance and standard

deviation. This was accomplished using the CAL IBM 360/65 Digital Data

Processing System.

Comparison of results during the early stages of data analysis

indicated a data time length of 1 minute would be sufficient, and that data

reduction for the entire 3 minutes would be unnecessary. (The actual in-

flight time of the maneuveis did not change and raw data continued to be

recorded for the full 3 minutes.)

A limited amount of raw data was reduced to a variance spectral

density form. This form in essence indicates variance as a function of

frequency and shows the variance present in any frequency bandwidth

throughout the spectrum, (and hence a frt.quency bandwidth for maximum

variance) and the overall variance for the parameter,- of the maneuvers.

Some general obse-vations can be made from this data form.

For the Task b maneuver, the horizontal needle deflection error

CAI, (measured in inches observed on the ADI display) show substantially

greater variance than the vertical needle deflection error. Likewise, the

frequency band for maximum variance was more sharply defined for 'the pitch

error than for the heading error;. This is, of course, to be expected in view

of the more demanding command input in pitch. Examination of the oscil-

lograph traces (comparing the command input with the error output) indicates

that the-frequencies at which the maximum variance occurred in pitch were

those associated with the response immediately aft,,r an abrupt change in

command.
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Both the longitudinal and lateral errors of the ILS approach maneu-

ver--f-Task c show characteristics s.imilar to the yaw poriori of Task b.

Again, this was a simpler maneuver toperform compared to the pitei

maneuver of Task b, a fact substantiated by pilot comment.

The frequency bandwidth of maximum variance of evz, avaried
I

from replication to replication and from pilot to pilot but generally fell

between . 05 and .15 hertz. The manual inputs for this maneuver (all

controllers) showed a wider and more random frequency bandwidth for

maximum variance, from ag little as :03 hertz to'as high as.- 6 hertz.,

Figures 24, Z5, 26, and 27, show the 6verall variance of 'eND 0 as

a function of flight replication for each pilot and each, cbntroller, Variance

is defined as:

=- (inches of CND)

N'

where I

.- is the arithmetic mea'- o- all' the medsurerhents"

1. is the measurement froni the zero reference

N is the number of measurements.

The standard deviation, or RMS of deviations from the arithmetic

mean is simply s" or (7 ') (inches of

Pilot A (USAF), Figure 24, indicates a general learning cutve for all

configurations except the conventional -one, with a- substantial reduction in

variance for the last two replications of the tracking maneuver of Task b.

A similar, but lesser trend, is noted for the ILS maneuver of Task c. The
relative amplitude of variancefor the two maneuvers is evident.

/
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Pilot B (CAL) Figure Z5, shows a less defined learning trend

with replication for Task\except for the DSC. Amplitudes were generally

16wer and closer to those of Task c.

Pilot C (CAL) Figure 26, showed improvement with replication

except for the CW-AHC configuration. It may be noted that comments

and ratings showed a comparative dislike for this configuration. As in the

case of Pilot A, a less steep learning trend is noted for Task c than

-Task b. A significant difference in variance amplitudes is also evident.

Pilot D (USAF) Figure 27, showed the greatest randomness in

CAPD of all, and a less well defined overall learning trend, although

variance amplitude was essentially the same for all controllers for his

last replication.

Figure 28 shows the averaged replication variance and standard

deviation-for each pilot and an overall average for all pilots as a function

of controller configuration. The overall average shows little variation

among controllers, the greatest difference being that for the CW-ANHC,

which was strongly biased by the performance of Pilot C (CAL).

It is difficult to determine from the numbers given the actual

significance of these variations in terms of maneuver performance. If

one examines the standard deviation in terms of needle widths (one needle

width _ .033 inches), then the maximum variation in e is the highest,

'8.5 for the DSC, minus the lowest, 5. 8 for the conventional configuration,

or 2.7 needle widths.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of in-flight pilot evaluation of the subject controller

configurations, the results of which have been presented herein, the following

conclusions can be drawn.
,1.

1. The effusiveness and variety of pilot comment, and the different

type and complexity of control problems encountered due to the
wide spectrum of maneuvers and airplane dynamic characteristics

explored, supported the initial and primary concept of the experimental

design; that it provide for a suitable background against which any

differences in controller concept and detailed design w6uld be

highlighted. A desirable element not included in the experiment is

one which provides for variable and defined turbulence levels.

2. Average differences of acceptance level among controller con-

figurations for a given task, bas(od on pilot comments and pilot

ratings were small. Differences in acceptance level among tasks

were slightly larger but dependent-primarily on the handling qualities

of the simulated airplane.

3. Any one of the new concepts evaluated in this investigation would be

accepted by a majority of large-airplane pilots. The degree of

acceptance, i terms of detail design, will of course depend ,n

'proper integration of the configuration with other characteristics of

the cockpit work area, proper feel characteristics and its com-

patibility with other features of control system desigh and airplane

characteristics. A learning time of some small magnitude can be

anticipated, one not unlike that associated with normal adaptation to a

slightly different environment.
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4. Average quantitative performance data for the tracking maneuver

(variance and standard deviation) show relatively small differences

among controllers. The CW-AHC configuratio.n exhibited the worst

average score, but this average was significantly influenced by the

results for one pilot.

Individual performance data as a fund/ion of configuration replication

show [with the exception of Pilot B (CAL) a considerable amount of

scatter, but with the lowest values generally appearing on the last

flight of the configuration. A "maneuver" learning trend is indicated;

all controller configurations either indicate the same trends or

where no trends are explicit, random scatter is shown.

5. Comparative variance and standard deviation data for the up-and-

away tracking maneuver and the ILS approach maneuver-indicate the

former to be the more demanding, as shown by greater deviations,

more scatter, and in some cases a better defined learning trend with

increased replication. Values for the.ILS approach are more con-

sistent and are lower in amplitude. The relative ease of performance

of the latter maneuver is substantiated by pilot comment. This suggests

the use of displayed computed flight director system data as a measure

of performance is not sufficiently sensitive for experimental purposes

and that "raw" ILS data should be used instead.

6. Pilot ratings of the overall pilot-airplane-controller-task complex

were moderately scattered. With respect to replication rating

spread, over 78% of the number of ratings given by all pilots had a

rating spread of two ratings or less and 45% had a rating spread of

one rating or less. In 8% of the cases, replication ratings were

the same.

In terms of "best" and "worstj rating (a comparative basis

regardless of specific rating), 62. 5% of Pilot A's best ratings were for
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the CW-AHC configuration. His percentage of worst was evenly divided

among the conventional, CW and DSC configurations. Pilots B, C,

and D favored the CW configuration (in terms of percent of best ratings)

with measures of 80%, 50% and 80% respectively. The percentage of

worst ratings for these three pilots was: Pilot B - CW-AHC, 50%,

Pilot C - DSC, 50% and Pilot D - conventional, 80%. -, The overall

preference was, of course, for the CW at 501o. The overall worst

were the conventional and DSC, each at 35%.

It must be remembered,that by definition, these ratingstake into

account all facets of the system (including recognizable and.

rectifiable deficiencies), and that final assessment must be based,

to a large degree, on pilot comment.

7. Cockpit environment is significantly improved with the use oi the

dual side arm controller as compared with the standard wheel

and column. Somewhat lesser improvement results from use of the

circumferential wheel (wit± or without the alternate hand controller).

This improvement with use of the DSC manifests itself primarily in

greater instrument panel -Visibility, accessibility to other cockpit

controls and to somd extent alessening of fatigue.

8. The controller feel characteristic most commented upon was force

gradient-, pounds per unit control deflection. As previously noted,

longitudinal (pitch) force gradients for the conventional and CW con-

figurations were selected(using the B-26 variable feel system) by CAL

pilots prior to the evaluation. phase. Likewise, specific springs were

selected to give desirable roll force gradients. The pitch gradients,

combined with the simulated stick force per incremental normal accel-

eration estimated for the B.- 1 airplane, produced generally acceptable

longitudinal feel characteristics for these two controllers. In roll,

these characterirstics were generally adequate, but in some cases, i
aileron roll power was marginal or insufficient.
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In the case of the AHC and DSC, however, force gradients in pitch

(selected to be 'the highest within the constraint of the present design)

were considered to be too light. The consequence was not so severe

with the AHC, because designed as it was to supplement the high

authority of the CW in the CW/AHC configuration, it had low gain and

was more compatible with the light force gradient. On the other hand,

the DSC was required to achieve full authority f9r large maneuvers

(in particular the flare portion of the lan4ing maneuvers). This require--

ment necessitated high gain to the elevator, which,* when combined with

the low force gradient, produced undesirable sensitivity for smaller and

more precise maneuvers. A prirnary and simple solution to this pt-ob-

lem is to provide for stiffer springs in the DSC. The nonlinear function

provided for task C ( landing, approach, takeoff) and used by the last

two evaluation pilots was an approach based on expediency,, and though

satisfactory in most cases has not been sufficiently evalua4ed to warrant

recommendation cf its use.. ,
/

9. The trim wheel on the right hand grip of ch of the controller configura-

tions (pitch trim) was in many cases too sensitive while at the same time

providing insufficient ti-im authority. ,Change of trim gain will, of course,

not suffice; i. e., an increase in gain to increase authority will simply

increase sensitivity, which is contravy to the desired result.

Increasing the diameter of the trim wheel would decrease sensitivity

while maintaining authority. However, there is a physical limit tothis

approach. A wheel attached to a multi-turn potentiometer could, if

of proper design, provide the correct balance between sensitivity and

authority.

The detent associated with the trim Wheel was deemed unnecessary,

and in fact a deterent to precision trimming.
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l'Q, Pilot comment revealed several physical controller design and

indtallation characteristics, which though not of extreme significance

to the experiment, nevertheless emphasize design criteria which are

important when conceiving a specific cockpit-controller complex.

The contour and physical feel of the hand controllers (both the AHC

on the CW/AHC and the DSC) was thought to be good; they were com-

fortable and hand on grip fatigue was never a problem.

At times the distance between the pildc and the wheel and column

configurations -appeared too large resulting in the comment of "arm

fatigue". This distance was standard B-26, and the comment was

probably due to a significant contrast with the much more comfortable

arm rest design of the DSGC

There was occasional annoyance when attempting to use the trim

wheel with the hand controllers in a forware. of neutral position. This

was due to a zlightly unnatural extension of the thumb which caused

mild discomfort.'

The DSC was located approximately 5. inches further aft from the

instrument panel than was the" seat used for the other configurations.

This was an installation compromise made prior to the evaluation and
was felt by CAL pilots to have no significance relative to the experiment.

The evaluation pilots did notice the difference, but indicated rapid

adaptation and that it had no effect on their relative judgment of the

configuration.

There was some comment that the inside width of the DSC seat should

be greater. The DSC was designed, of course, to fit the B1.26, and size

was therefore a significant restriction. This should be no problem of

course when considering an integrated cockpit-controller design.
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Some discomfort was occasioned because )f too short a -distance from

the pilot's body to the DSC hand grips. This is not necessarily a fault

of the configuration design as presented to CAL. It was designed to use

a seat parachute pack and the back cushion provided. Instead a hack

pack was used with the back cushion removed. This ,ushed the pilot

forward perhaps- an inch or so more than the basic design configuration,

and may account for the comment. It may be pointed out, however,

that in either case, the. angle between the forearm and upper arm is

close to 90 ° and this may not be the optimum situation for minimum

fatigue and maximum comfort. It is quite conceivable, that with a

closrl7 coupled control linkage, i.e., small stick displacement, and

restricted wrist and forearm muscle movement, arm (and to some

/extent, shoulder) b:ometry is a significant factor for minimum fatigue.

There is evidence that the neutral position (in pitch) of the hand grip,-'

is important to comfort and precision of movement. This was variabZie

in the DSC design and a position was chosen by CAL pilots prior to the
evaluation phase, a position thought to be reasonable from a control
htandpoint. This was fixed and remained so throughout the evaluation.

However, it/was evident that this position was not optimum for all
evaluation pilots (a slightly greater forward pitch was desired) probably

because of differences in wrist and hand configurations.

11. Most promising controller configuration. The data obtained during
this investigation- pilots' comments, pilots' ratings and measured
performance -tend to show a contradiction in preference, if sluch methods
of assessment are viewed separately, one without regard for the other,
or if the basic definition of these methods is not emphasized. Pilot
ratings (indicating a preference for the CW configuration) report the
overall desirability of the configuration and by definition can be no

better than the effect which the least desirable element contributes to

its performance. On the other hand, pilot comments report the "why"

of an assessment, which may not only be of importance in modifying a
design, but depending upon their significance, may dictate ultimate

preference. Measured perfor.mance, of course, may or may not show

,a decisive edge.
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1n the present evaluation, measured performance data did not show

i _,adecisive tendency in controller proficiency, and as noted above,

overall ratings indicated a p reference for the CW configuration.

However, pilot comments provided sufficient evidence to postulate

which controller configuration should receive further development and

ultimately be integrated into an overall control system design for large

aircraft.

Pilot comments indicated that, in concept, the DSC was preferred.

They also indicated certain deficiencies present in the tested con-

figuration (already described) which downg.raded their o-erall ratings.

Most important, their comments indicated the significant improvement

in cockpit environment with the DSC. In weighing all the data obtained,

and recognizing that the detail design>4eficiencies of the DSC can be

rectified with Little relative effort .(possibly resulting in improvement

in measured performance), it is concluded that the.dual side-arm

controller configuration is the most promising for future application.
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